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INTRODUCTION

At the Hotel Be Live Family Palmeiras Village we have
made a sustainable commitment to our surrounding area.
We take preventive measures that allow us to grow in a
balanced and respectful way within the local community of
Porches and in the municipality of Lagoa.
These actions cover the environment, culture and economic
development of the local community with the aim that our
region remains as intact as possible over the years and
leave a legacy for future generations.
Our environmental conscience has led us to adopt
a responsible and conscious behavior towards the
environment, and we work day by day to maintain it.
It is an environmental management system, through
which we control the production of waste and their correct
separation, energy consumption, measures to minimize
environmental impact, preventive maintenance of all

facilities such as cold rooms, atmospheric emissions, etc.,
in addition to training all employees on the correct handling
of chemical products, among other actions.
Since 2016, we have the seal of Travelife. Every two years
we conduct audits with the intent of the commitment, not
only in environmental issues, but also in other issuesl like:
local economic development, care and preservation of the
fauna and flora of our region, care for our employees and
our guests, social actions and respect for human rights.
It is for these reasons that we have created a set of new
policies, procedures, and records to ensure their successful
implementation.
Next we will present a detailed description of the sustainable
actions we have adopted at the Hotel Be Live Family
Palmeiras Village.
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Our Surroundings and Destination
Senhora da Rocha | Alporchinhos is a residential and tourist
district in the parish of Porches, municipality of Lagoa. The
name Senhora da Rocha comes from a chapel and the ruins of
the mid-15th century fortress located on the cliff a few meters
from the Hotel Be Live Family Palmeiras Village.
This area, originally used by the fishing community that used
the Senhora da Rocha beach as a work base, has developed
since the 20th century with the construction of hotels and
numerous apartments.
The beach is delimited to the east by the high line of the cliff,
where various sinkholes cut into the rock are visible, and to the
west by long Nossa Senhora da Rocha promontory, from which
you can see all the way along the coast to Albufeira. A tunnel
that has been dug out underneath the promontory lets you
access the neighbouring beach, Praia Nova.
The beach of Praia da Senhora da Rocha has an access ramp
allowing people with reduced mobility easy access to its sandy
area, and to the services provided there (sun lounger rental,
restaurant, visit to the caves, etc.)

The Atlantic coastal border of the Porches District is home to
a thriving beach tourist industry, with numerous beaches and
rocky areas with caves and arches.
The area of Alporchinhos | Senhora da Rocha, is located in the
center of the Algarve coast, a short distance from the main
historical axis (Lagos, Sagres, Cabo de São Vicente and Silves),
the main natural axis (Monchique, Serra do Caldeirão, Serra de
Espinhaço de Cão), and the main cultural and traditional axis
(Faro, Loulé, Olhão, Tavira and São Brás de Alportel).
The Algarve is located in the southernmost area of continental
Portugal and the southwesternmost area of the Iberian
Peninsula and mainland Europe, covering an area of 4,997
km2 (1,929 sq mi). The Algarve has a privileged climate, due
to its location near the union between the Atlantic Ocean,
the Mediterranean and North Africa, with an average annual
temperature between 22º and 25º and an average of 14 hours
of daily light.
Thanks to its excellent air and road links, the Algarve is close
and easily connected to the main European capitals

Considered one of the most beautiful beaches in Europe, Cova
Redonda Beach has small patches of sand scattered amongst
rock formations carved out by erosion. The beach is surrounded
by high cliffs and lies to the east of Senhora da Rocha Beach,
with access via a long but gentle series of steps between lush
vegetation.
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Places of Interest
In the Algarve there are several places with various points of
interest. It is not possible in this document to mention all of
them, so we chose only a few and mark the places to visit in
each one:

SILVES: The city of Silves was the capital of the Algarve until
the 16th century. It has the first Cathedral of the Algarve, a
historical center that takes us back to the Arab occupation, and
a unique multiculturalism.

FARO: The capital of the Algarve, Faro is a city that offers a
series of services and valences. Its University is internationally
recognized, its cultural dynamics is unique and its architectural
design is unique and special. Faro has the terminals for the
Algarve’s air, rail and road connections.

TAVIRA: The city of Tavira proudly preserves its past linked to
tuna fishing, and its Arab influence. In its historical center are
preserved several buildings of historical and artistic interest.

ALBUFEIRA: Located in front of the sea, Albufeira is the capital
of the portuguese tourism. Of its historical traces little is left,
being nowadays one of the main destinations of vacation of
the national and international tourists who visit the Algarve,
due to the high number of hotels, restaurants and night entertainment that it has.

ALGARVIAN TRADITIONAL SWEETS: The Algarvian gastronomy is very rich, but its sweets are its best ambassadors. Having as main ingredients, the egg, the almond, the fig or the
carob, the Algarvian traditional sweets delight all who taste
them.

CABO DE SÃO VICENTE E SAGRES: Europe’s southwesternmost point is a barren headland 6km northwest of Sagres’
town centre that was the last piece of home that Portuguese
sailors once saw as they launched into the unknown.
LAGOS: Place with human presence since antiquity, has a mystical aura in this place was the school of navigation of Prince
Henry (fourteenth century) that would drive the whole movement of European maritime discoveries.
MONCHIQUE: Monchique is a village in the Algarve, situated
in a zone of mountains and countryside. It is a calm village,
known for its thermal waters with healing powers. Fóia it is the
highest viewpoint in the region, with 900 meters.
OLHÃO: Olhão is within the area of the Ria Formosa Natural
Park, a lagoon system that extends over 60 km. The avifauna
is very rich, being even wintering area for birds from Northern
and Central Europe.

LOCAL TRADITIONS

THE FISHING HARVEST: This is one of the strongest Algarve traditions that unfortunately has been lost over the years.
However, there are some places where this tradition resists
and persists, such as Portimão, the city linked to Sardine fishing, Tavira linked to withTuna fishing, and Olhão, where shellfish is king.
ALGARVE MOUNTAINS: After the coast and the barrocal, there
is a “third Algarve”. The Algarve’s highlands represent the border with the Alentejo, but they bring with them very different
landscapes and experiences. Far from the extremes of life in
the highlands, they are a visit to a genuine and honest Algarve.
Here it is still possible to see today the whitewashed villages,
older people wearing the traditional black clothes, the slaughter of pigs, the production of Medronho, and the use of cork in
everyday life.

Help us to preserve the Algarve!
When walking/hiking:
• Collect the waste and deposit it in a proper places
• Do not remove endemic materials from cliffs or natural
areas
• Do not disturb wild animals with noise
• Respect flora and faunaof the coast

When you are at the Hotel:
• Try to minimize water and electricity consumption
• Respect the environment
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COMMITMENTS
Be human

Be team

We support and respect the protection of
universally recognized fundamental human
rights.

We encourage freedom of association and
recognize the right to collective bargaining,
both by Labor Unions and by Workers’
Committees.

Be customer
satisfaction
We ensure customer satisfaction through
continuous improvement.

Be children
We do not hire minors, to support the
eradication of child labor.

Be friendly

Be eco

We ensure that no employee is discriminated
because of age, sexuality, gender, ethnicity,
religion, culture, or disability.

Be Live Hotels is committed to adopting
measures that minimize the impact on the
environment.

Be responsible

Be community

We are committed to fostering initiatives that
promote environmental responsibility.

We are committed to buying raw materials
from local producers to ensure sustainable
development, contributing to the reduction of
pollutant emissions.

Be co2 less

Be health and safety

We work to reduce waste and to recycle it.

We continuously analyze the health and
safety of our customers and employees.
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Recomendations to preserve the environment
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Respect the frequency to change towels defined by the
hotel. Don’t put the card that is in the bathroom, on top
of your bed.
Use water wisely; take short showers instead of immersion
baths.
Let towels dry instead of leaving them on the floor to be
changed every day.
Don’t open the balcony door when you are using air
conditioning.Turn off the television and lights when you
leave the room and do not leave the electricity card in
the slot.
Use public transport or bicycle instead of car.
Purchase local products such as souvenirs, crafts, food
and drinks.
Respect local culture and dresscode. If necessary, contact
us for more information.
Avoid purchasing products made with protected elements
(fauna or flora) especially if they endanger endangered
species.
Choose eco-friendly sunscreens to minimize their impact
on the oceans.

•
•
•

•

Avoid to feeding local animals, do not disturb them in their
natural habitat.
Choose local companies to carry out your excursions and
tours, thus helping to develop the local economy.
Always use the containers to separate correctly your
waste: Yellow for plastic and metal, Blue for paper and
cardboard, Green for glass and and Black for organic
waste and leftovers.
Special waste such as syringes, medicines, batteries, etc.
can be deposited at reception.
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Sustainable actions
The management of Be Live Hotels is aware of the commitment
to the environment and therefore has been implementing
systems of environmental standards in several establishments.
That’s why Hotel Be Live Family Palmeiras Village was awarded
the Travelife seal. Due to this certification since 2016, we
have been committed to working towards the unification of

standards in all hotel establishments in Spain and Portugal
with the help of its employees, in cooperation with the local
community in the development of various social actions, the
respect for human rights and customer satisfaction.
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Local Community and Sustainable Economic Development
Our hotel chain respects the surrounding area where our hotels In June we celebrate the Popular Saints according to local
are located, respecting nature and not commercializing parks tradition, in which we will also include traditions from the rest
or zoos with animals.
of the Iberian Peninsula.
At reception there is information about local festivals and At the end of the season, we will hold the “march of the dead”
events in the region, which we receive from the Town Hall and and “bread for souls”, Festivals of Celtic and Christian origin that
the Tourism Region.
give rise to the current Halloween.
We participate in local dynamisation through traditional
festivals held in collaboration with the Porches Parish Council.
We have agreements with several portuguese and Dutch
universities to promote work placements for students who
want to learn and explore more of Algarve. We also have an
agreement with a local school to train students and place them
in the job market.
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Social Action and Respect for Human Rights
The Be Live Hotels chain supports solidarity projects and
collaborates with various associations.
The Hotel Be Live Family Palmeiras Village delivered all the
lost property to Porches parish in 2017

APEXA
We collaborate with APEXA (Association of support to the
Exceptional person of the Algarve) which helps children with
mental disabilities and we make our facilities available so that
they can enjoy a different day.
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Caring for Our Employees
These are some of the commitments from the Be Live Hotels
chain:
• We offer job security, motivating working conditions and in
compliance with applicable legal requirements.
• We are committed to internal promotion and ensure
equality of opportunity among all employees, through an
equality plan implemented in each hotel.
The following points are specific to the Hotel Be Live Family
Palmeiras Village:
• Annually, a party exclusively dedicated to employees is
held in a relaxed atmosphere.
• All Heads departments receive training on sustainability.
• A close and relaxed atmosphere is maintained between
employees and management.

•

•

There is a suggestion box where employees can leave
their suggestions for improvements. These comments are
also analyzed in the quality meeting.
We give employees the possibility to move up in the
category from year to year, evolving and acquiring more
skills in their professional career.

MONTH

NAME

POSITION

PROMOTION

Abril

Luís Rodrigues

Main Manager

General Manager

Maio

Joana Almaida

Floor
Housekeeper

General
Housekeeper

Maio

Sylwia Tavares

Sub-Housekeeper

Floor
Housekeeper
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Take care of our Guests
Quality is important to our business as it provides added value
to our guests. It is for them that at Be Live Hotels, we strive to
offer the best services that meet and exceed their expectations.
We establish procedures that guarantee quality and provide a
standard to be followed, which is measurable and helps us to
improve our performance.
Not only we are committed to providing quality, but we are
also concerned about involving our customers in our mission
of sustainable development. We plan to create games with the
youngest, teaching them tasks that we carry out to reduce,
minimize and recycle the waste generated by hotels.
In addition, we encourage the respect for the environment,
indicating the precautions to be taken in order to preserve the
fauna and flora, in addition to the historical elements that also
deserve to be enjoyed by future generations.

Customer comments are analyzed, communicated and
discussed with teams during the daily briefing. All actions are
taken immediately so that customers can have an immediate
response to their suggestions and comments.
Comments from socialnetworks, Tripadvisor, Booking, Google
as well as all formal complaints are analyzed bimonthly at the
quality meeting.
All formal complaints are registered by Guest Relations in a file.
In addition, this year we proposed that, all comments, positive
or negative will be answered.
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Environmental Impact
Through the environmental management system, we maintain
control over the impact of our activity on our surrounding area.
Every year we identify our environmental impact, establish
objectives and improvements, preventive controls are carried
out to avoid CO2 emissions, among other measures aimed at
minimizing harmful effects on the environment.
ENERGY SAVINGS
We currently have LED lamps in all common areas of the hotel,
as well as in most rooms. We revised the lighting setup of the
rooms so that the client has a more comfortable atmosphere
and simultaneously we reduce energy consumption.
WATER
The procedure was to check taps and showers for a flow of no
more than 5 litres per minute in sinks, and 10 litres per minute
in showers. This way, quality will not be lower in the bathrooms
and waste water can be reduced by half, contributing to solving
the problem of water shortage in our region. We have already
started the installation of flow reducers in the rooms and we
plan to have it completed in 2018.
WASTE STORTING PROCESS
Three small containers were acquired in order to correctly
carry out waste separation. We will also implement more
green separation points in common areas such as near the
swimming pools and other places. We also talk to the company
that provides the waste collection services to guarantee that
their act in accordance with the guidelines of correct waste
separation.
EGEO is the company that collects organic waste through a
waste compactor, and recycled waste (glass, cardboard and
plastic).
• We place signs both in production areas (kitchen, bars,
restaurants, back office, maintenance and canteen) and in
collection areas.
• Outside, at the final collection points, there is a machine
(waste compactor), only for organic waste and a container
only for glass. Inside, in the recycled materials area, there is
a machine (press), only for cardboard. In addition, there are

other containers for packaging, plastics and other recycled
materials.
• Yellow bags have been placed in all sections to separate plastic
and packaging waste and black bags for organic waste. Glass,
paper and cardboard do not need bags. The differentiation of
colours will allow keeping the separation from the production
site to the final collection site.
• We intend to provide training to heads of departments as
well as their staff (make minutes of the trainings, dated and
signed by the participants).
• Confirm that the waste collection company mentions in
all its reports the LER code, the name of the waste and the
quantity removed. It is extremely important to know the final
destination of the waste, so we request a sealed document. In
this way we can be sure that the waste is being disposed of in
the right places and that its subsequent destruction will have
the least possible impact on the environment.
• The kitchen is responsible for storing the used vegetable
oil in bottles, so as not to dispose of it through the public
sewage system, thus avoiding contamination in the aquatic
environment. The company authorised for the removal of the
used vegetable oil, RECICLIMPA, must provide us with a larger
tank for its storage without the risk of spillage.
THE ENVIRONMENT
Meetings and training are held with our employees in order to
convey to them and make them aware of the environment.
We also remind our suppliers and subcontractors of this need.
Our commitment is communicated to our customers through
the Be Live Hotels website, through our information boards
and through this Be Green Book.
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Measurement and Monitoring of Results
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Measurement and Monitoring of Results
WATER CONSUMPTION
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Future Goals
During this first period of implementation of the social
actions and sustainability procedures, we can indicate
the following objectives:
•

Continue to place water flow reducers in the rooms.
This is an initiative that has represented a significant
investment over the years, however we know that
is fundamental in contributing to saving water, an
increasingly scarce resource.

•

Green Point at the pool bars. We will make an investment in order to involve our guests in the recycling process.

•

Collaborate and support associations in the region.

•

Organise a rubbish collection on the beaches with
the hotel staff.

•
Organising parties for hotel guests and the local community.

Be Live Family Palmeiras Village
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Progress since the Last Report
LOCAL COMMUNITY
With our participation and promotion of local festivals at the
hotel, we are able to bring our guests closer to portuguese
culture, namely in terms of traditions, handicrafts and
gastronomy.
These actions not only increase the respect for the local
community and its traditions, but we also help artisans to
sell their products and thus contribute to their economic
development.
SOCIAL ACTION
The social actions we have developed have certainly had
an impact on inclusion. APEXA is an Association that aims
to contribute through its social action and set of tasks and
services provided, to the inclusion in the community of people
with special needs or who are socially disadvantaged. The
main objective of APEXA is to contribute to the inclusion of
exceptional people in the areas of education, training, health,
leisure, sport, work and social inclusion, thus promoting the
right to equal opportunities.
RESPECT AND PROXIMITY TO STAFF
Thanks to the close relationship that management has with
all employees, we are creating a more pleasant working
environment for everyone. Through this active communication,

workers are free to express their opinion on any aspect that
they think could be improved.
RESPECT AND PROXIMITY WITH CUSTOMERS
Customer satisfaction is our mission as hoteliers. Listening to
the customer, treating them with respect and helping them
solve any problem is our job. Every day we have attention to
any comment, suggestion or complaint. We try to solve all
situations so that customers have a good experience in the
Hotel. By providing a quality service we can have the recognition
of our customers that will visit us again and recommend us to
friends and family.
CONCERN WITH THE ENVIRONMENT
The installation of flow reducers in the rooms is contributing to
a saving of both water and gas. Although there are no specific
meters for the rooms, we hope to achieve a reduction per stay
around 10% in water consumption by the end of 2021.
We are studying the possibility of installing solar panels on the
roof.
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POLÍTICA AMBIENTAL
A Direção dos alojamentos turísticos da Be Live Hotels está comprometida com a proteção do meio
ambiente e esforça-se por reduzir o impacto produzido pelas operações dos nossos estabelecimentos.

› Baseados e focados na gestão dos resíduos, procuramos continuamente oportunidades para
minimizar a sua produção, através da reciclagem, a redução e a reutilização dos produtos.

› Envolvemos todos os nossos grupos de interesses (acionistas, clientes, empregados, fornecedores, subcontratados e a comunidade local) na gestão dos processos ambientais, com a finalidade de promover o seu apoio e reconhecimento.

› Lidamos de forma eficaz e eficiente com as substâncias perigosas, proporcionando a devida
formação ao pessoal e gestores autorizados.

› Incutimos a sustentabilidade e mantemos atualizada esta política, além de a disponibilizarmos
a qualquer pessoa, através de todos os canais (a nossa página de Internet, canal de TV, tablets e
quadros informativos).

› Valorizamos o ambiente em que se encontram os nossos estabelecimentos, desde as espécies
autóctones de flora e fauna até à sua comunidade local, de tal forma que colaboramos ativamente na sua preservação e no crescimento económico.

› Estabelecemos critérios de escolha dos fornecedores de acordo com o respetivo compromisso

com o meio ambiente, através da prevenção e controlo das emissões de carbono causadas pelo
transporte de mercadorias.

› Harmonizamos zonas específicas, como pontos verdes em zonas comuns, para que todos possam reciclar os resíduos que produzem, além de pontos limpos para gerir os resíduos perigosos
e especiais.

› Oferecemos aos colaboradores dos hotéis a possibilidade de verem publicados os esforços que
realizaram na Be News, uma revista distribuída nas feiras a agências de viagens, operadores
turísticos e clientes finais.

› Trabalhamos no cumprimento da legislação internacional, nacional e regional.
› Elaboramos objetivos e metas para gerir eficientemente o consumo da água e de energia e a
promover o não desperdício.

› Lutamos pelo envolvimento dos nossos colaboradores e pela participação dos mais pequenos
na consciencialização sobre o futuro do nosso planeta.

› Supervisionamos as repercussões das nossas atividades, produtos e serviços no meio ambien-

te, tanto no presente como no futuro, com o objetivo de prevenir a contaminação na sua origem.

Llucmajor, fevereiro de 2016

Fdo. Javier Blanco
Diretor-Geral da Be Live Hotels

QUALITY POLICY
This year 2016, Be Live Hotels has implemented the Quality Assurance Policy in all its Spanish
hotels in order to provide an improved and consolidated service not only in terms of accommodation, but also in restaurants, offering a high quality local cuisine, and also improving the range of
treatments and Spa facilities.
Quality is important to our business since it gives an added value to our customers. In Be Live Hotels we strive to offer our customers the best services that meet and exceed their expectations. We
are committed to the continuous improvement system and, therefore, we have established procedures that ensure Quality and provide a standard to follow, which can be measurable and help us to
improve our performance.
We have the following procedures and systems established in the whole hotel chain, which help us
to achieve our goal of total customer satisfaction:

›
›
›
›

Family and close relationship with our customers.
Ensuring the quality of service and products offered to our customers.
Collection and monitoring of customers complaints and suggestions.
Regular monitoring of customer satisfaction and once the comments and/or complaints

›
›
›
›

Promoting team work and positive work environment.
Training and professional development for all our employees.
Complying with the law and rules applicable in each of our hotels.
Measurables quality objectives, which reflect our service level standards.

are identified, we adopt the measures to improve our service.

The internal procedures, instructions, policies and manuals of Be Live Hotels are reviewed on a
regular basis and the Quality objectives are released in different ways in order to keep all employees
informed: bulletin boards, intranet, team meetings, etc.
Although the Senior Management of Be Live Hotels has the ultimate responsibility for the Quality,
all employees are involved in their own areas of work, helping to ensure that quality is embedded in
all our facilities.

Llucmajor, February 2016

Signed Javier Blanco
CEO at Be Live Hotels

POLICY AGAINST CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
For Be Live Hotels, tourism is an important source of revenues for countries, areas and places and brings
undoubted benefits such as economic development, cultural exchange and international promotion of a
particular place, among others.
Tourism is increasingly more accessible for everyone and a growing number of people have the opportunity to visit more places. However, in the same proportion that tourism has increased, undesirable
situations have arisen, such as sex trafficking of children and adolescents.
The tourist infrastructure that serves to facilitate the accommodation of customers and helps them to
enjoy a good vacation can be also, unconsciously, a space to promote and engage in sexual activities with
minors.
In this sense, the tourism sector has a great social responsibility to avoid these harmful situations in the
communities and, therefore, we must act together to prevent child abuse.
Be Live Hotels rejects this type of tourism and therefore:

› We maintain a policy of opposition to child sexual exploitation.
› We do not allow the commercialization of sexual exploitation of children and adolescents in
our facilities.

› We raise awareness among our employees about the problem, and we also inform them
about the existing laws and the risk of not reporting it.

› We train all the staff in order to identify and report suspicious activities.
› We work in compliance with the applicable laws and cooperate with governmental and
non-governmental organizations prosecuting these offences.

Procedure:
If an employee suspects that a child is suffering from abuse of any kind, he/she must notify immediately his/her manager and provide detailed information about what he/she has heard or seen or,
failing that, he/she must inform the competent authorities handling gender-based violence or child
sexual abuse, by calling 062.
As humans, we are committed to protecting our children and adolescents against exploitation of all
kinds, both professionally and personally.

Llucmajor, February 2016

Signed Javier Blanco
CEO at Be Live Hotels

EMPLOYEE POLICY AND HUMAN RESOURCES
The social commitment of Be Live Hotels is to support and promote positive work environment, the professional fulfillment of each and every employee as well as to respect the employment rights. In addition, our company is committed to respecting and contributing towards the economic development of the local community
in which the different hotel establishments are located.
The headquarters are located in Globalia business centre, in Polígono de Son Noguera of Llucmajor, Mallorca
(Spain) and the whole hotel chain employs more than 3,800 people, distributed in 3 different continents.
In Be Live Hotels:

› We value our team and treat them fairly and with respect, in order to ensure that no one is discriminated against because of the age, sexual orientation, gender, ethnicity, religion, culture or disability.

› We are committed to providing the necessary training to support our employees in their professional
career within our company.

› We comply with the laws and State regulations affecting our employees.
› We employ local people, where possible.
› We ensure that all our employees understand the terms and conditions set forth in their employement contracts.

› We recognize the right to trade union membership.
› We offer a living wage, never below the minimum wage stipulated by law.
› We have a protocol in the event of Sexual Harassment and Harassment on Grounds of Sex,
which is available to all employees via the Intranet.

› We encourage our staff to follow the commitments to sustainability supported by the company, in

such a way that they understand their respective roles and contribute towards the achievement of the
goals and objectives of Be Live Hotels.

Our hotel chain sets social objectives annually. This year, the planned objectives are as follows:
a) Training: from January 2016, 100 percent of employees will be trained in order that they understand
their responsibilities for sustainability adopted by the company.
b) Equality Plan: the measures of the Equality Plan are being implemented in all Spanish hotels.
c) Recruitment: it is set a target of 5 percent in the recruitment of employees from the local community.
The Senior Management of Be Live Hotels supports and signs this policy with the intention of protecting
the well-being at work of its employees.
Llucmajor, February 2016

Signed Javier Blanco
CEO at Be Live Hotels

SOCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICY
The senior management of Be Live Hotels hotel chain aims to ensure good relations among the establishment, the local community and its businesses.
Be Live Hotels ensures that its social and economic impacts are beneficial to the local community,
where possible. In this way, the establishment strives to minimize and eliminate any possible negative
impact.

The objectives of the Management Policy with the community are as follows:

› Certification. In order to meet the criteria of sustainability, including socio-economic impacts
and well-being of the staff, the establishment is putting all its efforts to obtain the Travelife Gold
certification during this year.

› Promotion of responsible tourism in the area. Be Live Hotels undertakes to maintain a

close relationship with the local community, ensuring the respect of the area where our hotels are
located, warning our customers about the importance of caring for and protecting the flora and fauna of the place, and also to not participate in the sale of zoo tickets or any place in which animals
are the main attraction.
Our hotel chain is committed to local trade of each hotel, and therefore, local theme dinners are
organized weekly in our restaurants and buffets in order to promote and make known the local food.

› Purchasing policy. Be Live Hotels buys and promotes products that are produced locally,

ensuring that they meet the preventive measures of health and safety, in addition to the quality
required by our customers. This fact helps to reduce CO2 emissions resulting from the transport
of products produced outside the location of our hotels.

› Employment. The establishment recognizes the importance of employing local staff

as a preference, in order to collaborate with the local economy. The policy preserves the place
of destination, which is the basis for future customers and for those who repeat destination.

› Donations and social contributions. Our hotel chain donates articles such as furniture

or bed linen, which are not used anymore in the business, to local organizations that can take
advantage of them (Cáritas, schools, hospitals, other NGOs...)

Be Live Hotels collaborates with Make a Wish Foundation, which grants wishes to children
with serious and terminal illnesses
Be Live Hotels collaborates actively in local festivals informing customers and organizing local
theme dinners at the hotel. Likewise, the hotel facilities are offered for the use and enjoyment
of the local community.

Llucmajor, February 2016

Signed Javier Blanco
CEO at Be Live Hotels

SAFETY AND HEALTH POLICY
For Be Live Hotels, it is very important to provide a safe and friendly environment to our employees,
customers and suppliers in each of our hotels.
For this reason, we have the tools that provide us a preventive control in the following health and safety
areas:

› Fire protection. We have fire emergency procedures. All our hotels have an endorsed and updated self-protection Plan. Fire-fighting equipments are reviewed periodically. We provide training to
our staff annually.

› Food hygiene. Our staff handling food has the corresponding license. By means of the Hazard

Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP), control measures are applied in the potential dangers
and risks in terms of food hygiene. In addition, every year pest controls are performed.

› Pools, Spa and Jacuzzis. We have placed warning panels informing about the safety stan-

dards on the use of the pool and relax areas. There are emergency procedures and guidelines that
are strictly followed to keep vessels clean and disinfected.

› General safety. Technical Building Codes are met in order to reduce the possibility of injuries
caused by slips, trips and falls.

› Fossil fuels, heating, air conditioning and electrical systems installations. Our

maintenance staff receives continuous training to reduce the possibilities of a poor performance
in an emergency event due to lack of knowledge of the procedure. Gas appliances, air conditioners,
heating and electrical systems are installed, checked and maintained by qualified persons. We have
procedures for refrigerant gas leak detection.

› Security in the handling of chemicals and hazardous substances. All the staff handling chemicals receives training. Work Instructions and Best Practices are available and explained
by the Environment Manager of the hotel, and they are also placed near the product.

› Water management. We take daily, weekly, monthly and annual measures in order to prevent

pollution of the water for human consumption, both hot and cold. In addition, all hotels have authorization for the connection to public sewer systems and analytical testing is carried out regularly.

› Occupational Risk Prevention. The occupational risk prevention team visits our establishments every year to ensure the safety of our employees.

Llucmajor, February 2016
Signed Javier Blanco

CEO at Be Live Hotels

Be Live Family Palmeiras Village

